THE GEOLGY OF ORE DEPOSITS.*

I.

I SHOULD hardly have ventured to talk on the subject of ore deposits to an audience which contains many men much more familiar with mines than I, if I had not approached the subject from a different point of view. The point of view from which the subject of ore deposits has been most frequently considered has been that of a study of ore deposits themselves. A geologist or mining engineer has studied this or that ore deposit, or a number of ore deposits in different districts, and has then generalized concerning the ore deposits of other districts, and perhaps of the world. I also have considered the subject of ore deposits to some extent from that point of view, but if I had done this only, I should not have ventured to give a general address upon the subject.

A number of years ago I began the study of the alterations of all rocks, by all processes and by all agents, in order, if possible, to ascertain how it is that the rocks change from one form to another. That rocks are metamorphosed has been known for many years. It has been realized that one mineral changes into another mineral;
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